
Breakdown of responses: Question # 16 
– MLTC Youth Survey Winter 2020 
# 16. What would you like to see from the schools and community to 

help students stay in school ? 
 

Total responses from all the communities  

grade 4:  21 

grade 5:  52 

grade 6:  46 

grade 7:  50 

grade 8:  54 

grade 9:  37 

grade 10:  25 

grade 11:  33 

grade 12:  17 

Total grade =335 

Breakdown of responses: Grade 4 

1. Canoe Lake Grade 4 response : 

 

2. Clearwater River Dene Grade 4 response : 

I don't know  

don't know  



parents dropping their children off  

more school breaks  

learn fun stuff,  

don't know  

don't know  

more fun things  

no answer  

don't know  

no answer  

fun activities  

math and art activities  

didn't know  

help more often with their work  

 

3. English River Dene Grade 4 response : 

 

4. Flying Dust Grade 4 response : 

 

connect with the land 

setting goals 

more trips 

cnekt with land selling skols 

more fun stuff 

 

 

5. Loon Lake Cree Grade 4 response : 



 

6. Ministikwan Lake Cree Grade 4 response : 

 

 

7. Off-Reserve Urban Grade 4 response : 

don't know  

 

 

8. other non-MLTC Grade 4 response : 

connect with the land 

setting goals 

more trips 

 

 

 

9. Turner Lake Dene Grade 4 response : 

 

10. Waterhen Lake Cree Grade 4 response : 

connect with the school 

 

 

 

Breakdown of responses: Grade 5 

11. Canoe Lake Grade 5 response : 

idk 



fun games and math 

help students more  

talk to them  

by helping them because only the kids dont come to school are the bad 

kids 

Teamwork  

make it fun 

make it fun  

make learning fun 

yana group 

Give them 10 bucks a month 

doing fun stuff like science math those are fun for me 

Fan 

make learning fun 

lren 

make learning fun 

Try to make things to seem easier. Maybe start a Y.A.N.A grope 

 

12. Clearwater River Dene Grade 5 response : 

do other activities 

doing fun activities  

i dont know 

fun stuff to look forward to  

make math a little easier  

I want the school to let them know they need their education to get a job 



in the future  

i dont know 

i dont know 

i dont know 

 

 

 

13. English River Dene Grade 5 response : 

 

14. Flying Dust Grade 5 response : 

delet fortnite 

 

 

15. Loon Lake Cree 5 response : 

makeing school fun 

fun things 

I don't know 

i dont know 

where they get about 10 mins of break cuz we dont 

get more games 

have more games 

idk 

idk 

IDK 



at math 

ok 

less math 

 

 

16. Ministikwan Lake Cree Grade 5 response : 

 

17. Off-Reserve Urban Grade 5 response : 

 

18. other non-MLTC Grade 5 response : 

I don't know 

To come to school everyday 

Make it fun  

 

 

19. Turner Lake Dene Grade 5 response : 

I don't know 

I don't know 

I don't know 

I don't know 

To let them do new stuff like math. 

Freetime 

Wake them up in the morning 



I don't know 

Make it easier 

 

20. Waterhen Lake Cree Grade 5 response : 

 

Breakdown of responses: Grade 6 

1. Canoe Lake Grade 6 response : 

work 

educatoin 

so they can like learing 

c 

Get aids to help for the students who don’t understand and reduce the 

stress. 

friendship 

do more fun stuff 

gym longer 

more fun 

projects  

Art 

tell them get inside or ill get the teacher  

math 

What we do right know pay kids that are higher then grade 7 

make learning fun 

make art goups 



to help students with work 

more cree so i could learn 

 

2. Clearwater River Dene Grade 6 response : 

 

- make them come in even if there late 

- fun activities for there attendance  

i dont know 

take away there game because kids dont come to school because of it 

this school to stop being rude  

i dont know 

i dont know 

i dont know 

i dont know 

learning 

i dont know 

i would like them have a extra bus in a garage for when the other bus 

doesnt work and would like a second bus driver instead having the school 

vans an option 

go to bed at the right time 

 

3. English River Dene Grade 6 response : 

 

4. Flying Dust Grade 6 response : 

 

 



5. Loon Lake Cree Grade 6 response : 

idk 

nap time 

idk 

sports games 

do whatever you can to help them out! 

dont know 

idk 

get an eduction for a better job 

no work and free times 

fun 

you are good 

no work on fridays 

people to stop being mean 

idk 

make more fun and art activtities 

 

 

6. Ministikwan Lake Cree Grade 6 response : 

 

 

7. Off-Reserve Urban Grade 6 response : 

 

8. other non-MLTC Grade 6 response : 

 



 

9. Turner Lake Dene Grade 6 response : 

More education, less bullying,  

 

 

10. Waterhen Lake Cree Grade 6 response : 

 

 

 

Breakdown of responses: Grade 7 

1. Canoe Lake Grade 7 response : 

activities 

make it more fun 

free time at recess 

fun activities 

compeuters and more of every thing 

take a ten minute break 

let self phones agian 

art 

not in the hallways  

more physed , more activities,  

help them with math 

by making it fun in school 

 



2. Clearwater River Dene Grade 7 response : 

 

like something fun to do 

provide more thing they are interested in  

nice teachers and interesting subjects 

I don't know  

I don't like school 

I dont know 

better teachers 

have some fun activities 

I don't know  

 

3. English River Dene Grade 7 response : 

 

4. Flying Dust Grade 7 response : 

not sure 

Humor and some more freedom than just making us sit here and work ....WE DON"T GET 

PAID at least 5$ a day 

pay them money maybe  

they not so boring 

free time for half hour 

Maybe some more fun stuff and go to the students house and talk to them about how 

important school is.  

Maybe make it a little more exciting, like, do some fun learning activities. And maybe try not 

to put to much pressure on them.  

 



 

 

 

5. Loon Lake Cree Grade 7 response : 

idk 

rewards 

rewards systems  

not sure 

 

 

 

6. Ministikwan Lake Cree Grade 7 response : 

eeeee 

not let them do bad stuff 

funner classes 

more fun subjetcs 

get better teachers, 

playing games 

i dont know 

sharing circles  better teachers even gym teacher 

like we can have fun work 

after school programs 

 

 

7. Off-Reserve Urban Grade 7 response : 



 

8. other non-MLTC Grade 7 response : 

more activties 

idk 

funner stuff i guess 

make sure that they dont have any illegal drugs or drinks on them when they come in the 

school 

 

 

9. Turner Lake Dene Grade 7 response : 

I don't know 

better education 

i don't know 

i dont know  

 

10. Waterhen Lake Cree Grade 7 response : 

 

Breakdown of responses: Grade 8 

1. Canoe Lake Grade 8 response : 

more help 

idk 

Keep an eye on them at all time  

little breaks for students 

more assembilys 



security 

Say “STAY IN SCHOOL” 

have seprate tables an two teachers hehe  

allowence 

breaks and more sports 

hands on activities 

um help them focus on school, tell them they need their education to do 

anything 

doing your work! 

food,money i think 

i don`t know 

Work. Need to address the homework. Keep topics interesting. 

have nice stuff like good desks chairs 

 

2. Clearwater River Dene Grade 8 response : 

 

try to motivate them to do better 

sports, field trips 

i dont know 

I don't know  

more hands on stuff kids like it more 

I dont know 

I don't know  

I don't know  

I don't know  



 

3. English River Dene Grade 8 response : 

 

4. Flying Dust Grade 8 response : 

more activities 

idk 

:0 

 

 

 

5. Loon Lake Cree 8 response : 

take it easy on them 

helping them whith things they need to catch up on 

idk 

more trips  

Don't be too hard on the students, that's all 

fun ways to do work and learn more plus maybe an activity once a week and a bus going out 

to pick kids up that don't go to school. maybe having class in comfortable places 

try to relate rather than judge, dont fricking compare situations. dont compare your good ass 

life to theirs 

 

 

6. Ministikwan Lake Cree Grade 8 response : 

 

do more things to get them interested to stay in school longer 



idk 

volleyball 

have the school wifi password and get to go on our phones 

not to much work 

more funner things that involve students  

do some fun activities that will want them to come back like a videogame class or something 

like that. 

to let kids go on their phones 

more activities, even outdoor activities maybe they need more help with reading or doing 

school work.  

A incentive to stay in school. 

give me money 

they can have fun activites on recces 

idk  

 

7. Off-Reserve Urban Grade 8 response : 

test; 

 

 

8. other non-MLTC Grade 8 response : 

 

HAVE THE SCHOOL WIFI AND LET STUDENTS GO ON THERE PHONES 

teachers should be more understanding in how kids simply don't understand the math or any 

other activity or try not to make it sound complicated when teaching something 

nothing 

 



9. Turner Lake Dene Grade 8 response : 

 

10. Waterhen Lake Cree Grade 8 response : 

more fun stuffs  

 

 

Breakdown of responses: Grade 9 

1. Canoe Lake Grade 9 response : 

getting more things the students would like to learn about in the school 

Be more fun 

have more fun stuff 

have more fun days people come to school during fun days or during gym  

Rides for high school, a bus maybe I don't know. 

More fun learning 

nothing much just make it more eventful and "fun" for the teens  

to make it fun and get them out of their homes  

allowance and a 15 minute break 

better education  

to keep them busy  

i would like things that could entertain kids to learn about things that they are learning in 

class. 

Endorsements 

more talks with parents. 

Umm to tell them stay in school every day 



not sure 

 

2. Clearwater River Dene Grade 9 response : 

more physical activities  

be easy 

I dont low 

I don't know  

learn about something that you can actually use in life  

pick them up on cold days 

if you want to do it only you can do it  

 

 

 

3. English River Dene Grade 9 response : 

 

4. Flying Dust Grade 9 response : 

 

 

5. Loon Lake Cree 9 response : 

idk 

help get drugs and alcohol out of this community 

more fun activities 

better wifi and pay there phone bill for being in school the whole year 

to make school more fun 



More activities 

security 

activities 

give the school more of a fun and friendly look hire nice kind teachers. 

 

 

 

6. Ministikwan Lake Cree Grade 9 response : 

 

 

7. Off-Reserve Urban Grade 9 response : 

 

8. other non-MLTC Grade 9 response : 

 

 

9. Turner Lake Dene Grade 9 response : 

 

10. Waterhen Lake Cree Grade 9 response : 

Happy and fun teachers 

idk 

more encouragement no one tries to keep them in school no one motivates the student to 

stay  

school cheques for good attendance and handed in done worksheets from classes 

school cheques 

 



Breakdown of responses: Grade 10 

1. Canoe Lake Grade 10 response : 

idk 

money  

More work 

fun things 

i dont know 

More activities  

more allowance 

allowing the phones 

Push the kids to go to school and go to school to make them get them a job 

Actually make people work  

More school trips for the little kids and more subjects for the high school side like cosmetology and 

beading and sewing 

an allowance every day 0.75cents a day or a dollar  

more activities, things just to make class fun 

more games  

More involvement with students. 

 

2. Clearwater River Dene Grade 10 response : 

motivate the kids and not bring them down  

let them sit alone or help them by themselves  

idk. 

stop making students feel pressured, stop bullying. have the schools hold a school dance or prom.  <--

--- so old 



give out ten dollars 

for teachers to understand students more and be more flexible 

give them the help we need 

make some changes, and maybe try to make them understand their work more. 

lock em up in schools. 

 

 

 

3. English River Dene Grade 10 response : 

 

4. Flying Dust Grade 10 response : 

make school fun! somehow, i know it can be fun, you cant pressure students so much or else they will 

want to give up. 

more respect from teachers and students. 

 

 

 

5. Loon Lake Cree 10 response : 

 

6. Ministikwan Lake Cree Grade 10 response : 

 

 

7. Off-Reserve Urban Grade 10 response : 

 



8. other non-MLTC Grade 10 response : 

 

 

9. Turner Lake Dene Grade 10 response : 

 

10. Waterhen Lake Cree Grade 10 response : 

 

Breakdown of responses: Grade 11 

1. Canoe Lake Grade 11 response : 

moe motivation with activitys 

i wouldn't know 

be more kind and open hearted 

communication. 

its all good  

work hard 

store 

they can give them school allowence  

make learning fun  

tell them to think about their future and what they wanna do when they grow up  

have breaks/freetime. just to go on the computer for fun after they are done their 

work 

there's really nothing you guys can do 

more classes that the students actually want to take and more sports they like to play 

more programs for the students, and moer afterschool clubs 

 



2. Clearwater River Dene Grade 11 response : 

Get rides to and from school  

more things the students would be interested in, more  nice teachers.  

Nothing 

nothing 

I would like to see the students receive rides if they do not have one and more help 

for those who do not understand what they are doing. 

I would like to see people and parents encouraging kids to stay in school.  

 

 

 

3. English River Dene Grade 11 response : 

 

4. Flying Dust Grade 11 response : 

 

 

5. Loon Lake Cree 11 response : 

incentives $ 

i dont know 

more computer time or breaks  

no matter what you do they're gonna find a way to not come to school  

i dont know 

 

 

6. Ministikwan Lake Cree Grade 11 response : 



 

pay kids to come to school 

to make getting out of bed worth while 

people they feel comfortable with  

pay them to stay in school  

don't be to hard on the students, take the time to understand them 

idk 

 

7. Off-Reserve Urban Grade 11 response : 

 

8. other non-MLTC Grade 11 response : 

 

stop bullies 

connect with the land 

setting goals 

more trips 

getting paid 

 

9. Turner Lake Dene Grade 11 response : 

 

10. Waterhen Lake Cree Grade 11 response : 

 

Breakdown of responses: Grade 12 

1. Canoe Lake Grade 12 response : 

More rules, restrictions, to be more organized and a set a limit for amount of days a student can miss 



I really like the idea of school allowance. And i would also like to see from schools more caring. 

Sometimes i feel like the teachers don't care enough, and can be judgmental. 

The introduction of additional classes beyond the current ones, which will allow students more 

potential for discovering their dream occupation.  

 

2. Clearwater River Dene Grade 12 response : 

 

 

3. English River Dene Grade 12 response : 

More teachers for extra curriculum  

 

 

 

4. Flying Dust Grade 12 response : 

 

help them 

compassion 

 

 

5. Loon Lake Cree 12 response : 

more home visits, better teachers to actually do a good job teaching so we know what were 

doing and can keep up with work. 

give them a reason to come to school 

idk 

 

6. Ministikwan Lake Cree Grade 12 response : 



rewards 

more support and an increase in sports or other physical activity  

doing more activities with students 

sports is a good way to keep them in school. 

nice teachers, open the gym and just make school a nice happy environment 

give them activities that would pique interest, a lot of the kids don't play sports. Like clubs or 

artsy things after school that require class presence.  

 

 

7. Off-Reserve Urban Grade 12 response : 

 

8. other non-MLTC Grade 12 response : 

 

 

9. Turner Lake Dene Grade 12 response : 

 

10. Waterhen Lake Cree Grade 12 response : 

 

More reason to stay in school. 

School allowance, an incentive for them to be encouraged and know that they're working for 

something. 
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